PROTEST FORM FOR INFRINGEMENTS OF RULE 42

Event: ___________________________    Class: ____________________________
Race: ____________________________   Date: ____________________________

BOAT PROTESTED: ________________________________________________
WHERE BREACH TOOK PLACE: ________________________________________
TIME: ___________________________________________________________

WIND STRENGTH: ___________________   SEA STATE: _____________________

Did any special Class rules apply?              YES  NO
Did planing conditions exist?                   YES  NO
Did surfing conditions exist?                   YES  NO
Body movements [breaking 42.1]                  YES  NO
Pumping [breaking 42.2(a)]                     YES  NO
Repeated …… times                             YES  NO
Rocking [breaking 42.2(b)]                     YES  NO
Repeated …… times                             YES  NO
Body movement?                                 YES  NO
Adjustment of sails or centreboard?            YES  NO
Ooching [breaking 42.2(c)]                     YES  NO
Repeated …… times                             YES  NO
Sculliing [breaking 42.2(d)]                   YES  NO
Repeated …… times                             YES  NO
Was it necessary for steering?                 YES  NO
Repeated tacks or gybes unrelated to changes in the wind or to tactical considerations [breaking 42.2(e)] YES  NO
Breach of 42.3(a)                               YES  NO
Speed increased by ……..                     YES  NO
Breach of 42.3(b)                               YES  NO
Was surfing or planing possible?               YES  NO
How many pulls for wave or gust? ……..

BRIEF DESCRIPTION: ____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

JUDGE WITNESSING THE BREACH OF RULE: ____________________________
SIGNATURE: ________________________________________________________